1 . Introduction. - The usual theoretical treatment of colour centres consists of molecular type calculations, in which the electronic states associated to the defect are written as linear combinations of orbitals centred at atomic sites at the impurity and a few neighbours around it. This approach is often significantly improved when the number of shells of neighbouring sites is increased, indicating the importance of the bulk states in the electronic structure of the system. Of course molecular type methods are not able to account adequately for band states, and these states may be important in the understanding of electronic properties of the system, especially those related to excited states such as optical transitions.
In this work we use the Cluster-Bethe Lattice (CBL) method to calculate the electronic structure of hydrogen centres in alkali-halides. The CBL approximation consists in describing the crystal by a cluster which includes the impurity and a few neighbours, with Bethe lattices attached to each dangling bond of the boundary sites. In this way the connectivity and coordination number of the system is preserved. The Hamiltonian is written in a simple one orbital per site basis set, with correlation effects at the impurity treated in the Hartree-Fock approximation. We calculate the Green's function of the system selfconsistently, and from it the electronic structure, including both localized and band states, is obtained. The Hamiltonian matrix elements are written as :
corresponds to cation (anion) site
V for i and j n.n. ; i, j # impurity site (2) V' for i and j n.n. ; i or j = impurity site 0 otherwise where f A and V are the perfect crystal parameters, which may be obtained from band width and gap calculations ; E is the hydrogen impurity eigenenergy, with a Madelung correction appropriate for its site and referred to the zero of energy at the middle of the gap [I, 2, 31. The term U ( n ) is the correlation energy of the doubly occupied impurity level in the Hartree-Fock approximation, where ( n ) is the occupation per spin of the level and is obtained selfconsistently. The interaction of the impurity with its nearest neighbours, V', is estimated by physical arguments. In the case of an interstitial centre, two different parameters must be considered : V ; associated with the cations and Vi with the anions [2] .
The infinite set of coupled equations (1) may be solved exactly by introducing the transfer functions for the heteropolar Bethe lattice corresponding to the rocksalt structure [I] :
where the plus (minus) sign corresponds to i being a cation (anion) site : we define E' -E + A, E" = E -A.
The local density of states at the impurity site is given by + C (res GOO(E)) -P) (5) P E = P where the summation is over all the P poles of Goo.
E
The diagonal matrix element has been obtained Fig. 1 . -Schematic representation of the local density of states in the CBL for the U and U3 centres with a cluster at the impurity site for hydrogen centres in alkali-halides. Electronic of 18 atoms plus hydrogen [3] and U, and U l centres excitations associated to these centres are indicated by the arrows. with a 9 atom cluster [2] .
3. Optical absorption. -To our knowledge no previous calculation concerning the electronic struc-
The nature of the electronic transition (see Fig. 1 ) ture of hydrogen centres in crystals has self-consistentassociated with the peak of the absorption band which ly positioned the defect states relative to both occupied emerges from our results is :
and empty bands ; this is achieved by the CBL method.
i) u and U, centres. The peak of these absorption
This information is important to interpret correctly bands is associated to a one electron transition between the nature of the optical transition associated to the doubly occupied ground state rl, and an empty the hydrogen centres absorption band, which is not state of symmetry r4,,, which splits-off the cationic always well understood. conduction band, in agreement with the interpretation The perfect crystal parameter A and V, as well as Wood and ODik r41 for the U centre. ; ) to the delocalired state arising predominantly from the interaction of the defect with its nearest neighbours valence halogen states to an H atom orbital, forming is estimated to be in the range V -3 V. The value an H-ion. This is in agreement with the model Vf/V is chosen according to the physical characteristics of each colour centre and held fixed for all proposed by Kerkhoff et al.
[5].
alkali-halides considered. In the case of a doubly occupied localized state, the average occupation per spin, ( n ), is calculated self-consistently since the model Hamiltonian depends explicitly on this parameter. In table I we compare the theoretical results, for typical values of the interaction parameters, with the experimental data. The value ( n ), the weight of pole, is also given in this table.
The present results are in fair numerical agreement with the experimental data and also reproduce the general experimental trend. Although more sophisticated molecular type calculations may be in good agreement with the experimental data, the nature of the peaks is sometimes difficult to be understood. The present results indicate the adequacy of the CBL in the interpretation of the type of electronic excitation associated to the optical bands of colour centres. Reply. -B. KOILLER. It would ceftainiy be possible to take the proton off-centre, since there are no high symmetry requirements in our method. However we would need some type of parametrization for the interaction potential between the proton and the crystal in order to perform the calculation.
Question. -J . M . SPAETH. Did you calculate the magnetic circular dichroism of the interstitial hydrogen centres ? You gave only one optical transition energy for interstitial hydrogen centres, however, in KBr and KI these transitions are split into several bands.
Reply. -B. KOULER. Magnetic circular dichroism was not calculated.
